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Data Cartels
The Companies That Control and
Monopolize Our Information
Sarah Lamdan
November 2022 264pp
9781503633711 £21.99/ $26.00 PB
9781503615076 £73.00/ $85.00 HB
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

In our digital world, data is power, and information
hoarders reign supreme. Their practices are
analogous to those of cartels. Lamdan brings us into
the unregulated underworld of the "data cartels,"
demonstrating how the entities mining, hoarding,
commodifying, and selling our data and
informational resources perpetuate social
inequalities and threaten the democratic sharing of
knowledge.

Banning Transgender
Conversion Practices
A Legal and Policy Analysis
Florence Ashley
Law and Society
December 2022 220pp

9780774866934 £29.99/ $35.95 NIP
UBC PRESS
Offers a comprehensive analysis of how conversion
practices targeting transgender people are
regulated around the world. Ashley offers a model
law that provides detailed guidance for legislatures
and policymakers. This book centres the
experiences of trans people themselves in its
analysis. Excludes Japan, SE Asia, Indian SC & ANZ

crime

Border Games
The Politics of Policing the U.S.-
Mexico Divide
Peter Andreas
October 2022 210pp 1 map
9781501765780 £20.99/ $24.95 PB
9781501765773 £108.00/ $125.00 HB
CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
In this third edition, and with

new chapters on the border policies of the Obama,
Trump, and Biden administrations, Border Games
continues to help readers grasp how the busiest
border in the world is also one of the most fortified,
and why it plays such a complicated and
contentious role in both domestic politics and US-
Mexico relations.

Constitutionalizing
Criminal Law
Colton Fehr
November 2022 266pp
9780774867672 £33.00/ $37.95 NIP
UBC PRESS
Explains why the Supreme Court
of Canada’s jurisprudence
considering the constitutionality

of criminal laws fails to strike a principled balance
between the need to increase the coherency of the
criminal law while maintaining the legitimacy of
judicial review. This book calls for an overhaul of the
way the Supreme Court has developed the
relationship between criminal and constitutional
law.
Excludes Japan, SE Asia, Indian SC & ANZ

Defensive Relativism
The Use of Cultural Relativism in
International Legal Practice
Frederick Cowell
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
November 2022 328pp
9781512823318 £47.00/ $54.95 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
PRESS

Defensive Relativism describes how governments
around the world use cultural relativism in legal
argument to oppose international human rights law.
Drawing on a range of materials, such as state
reports on the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)
and cases from the European Court of Human
Rights involving freedom of religion, this book
provides a definitive survey of defensive relativism.

Disability Injustice
Confronting Criminalization in
Canada
Edited by Kelly Fritsch,
Jeffrey Monaghan and Emily
van der Meulen
Disability Culture and Politics
October 2022 352pp
9780774867139 £33.00/ $37.95 NIP

UBC PRESS
Ableism is embedded in the Canadian criminal
justice system. This provocative collection highlights
how, with deeper understanding of disability, we
can challenge the practices of crime control and the
processes of criminalization.
Excludes Japan, SE Asia, Indian SC & ANZ
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Diversifying the
Courts
Race, Gender, and Judicial
Legitimacy
Nancy Scherer
February 2023 240pp 40 b&w illus.
9781479818723 £24.99/ $30.00 PB
9781479818709 £77.00/ $89.00 HB

NEWYORK UNIVERSITY PRESS
Addresses why presidents choose—or don’t
choose—to diversify the federal courts by race,
ethnicity, and gender. She explores how and why
the issue became a bitter partisan fight in the first
place, tracking the controversial history—and
politics—of court diversification. Scherer illuminates
the complicated relationship between diversity and
court legitimacy.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Divide & Conquer
Race, Gangs, Identity, and
Conflict
Robert D.Weide
Studies in Transgression
July 2022 288pp 6 tables, 14 halftones,
1 map
9781439919477 £28.99/ $34.95 PB
9781439919460 £88.00/ $110.50 HB

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY PRESS
Weide considers how the capitalist economy, the
race concept, and nationalist ideology have made
gang members the instruments of their own
oppression, resulting in racialized sectarian conflicts
spanning generations between African American
and Latino gangs in Los Angeles and California’s
prisons.
Excludes Asia Pacific

Justice Outsourced
The Therapeutic Jurisprudence
Implications of Judicial Decision-
Making by Nonjudicial Officers
Edited by Michael L. Perlin
and Kelly Frailing
September 2022 256pp 5 tables, 6 figs.
9781439921654 £33.00/ $37.95 PB
9781439921647 £92.00/ $115.50 HB

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY PRESS
Examines the hidden use of non-judicial officers in
the criminal justice system. Written from the
perspective of therapeutic jurisprudence this book
provides a wake-up call that emphasizes why the
removal of a judge weakens a defendant’s rights
and dignity and corrupts the administration of
justice.
Excludes Asia Pacific

Lethal Injection and
the False Promise of
Humane Execution
Austin Sarat
June 2022 194pp
9781503633537 £11.99/ $14.00 PB
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
This book tells the story of lethal
injection's earliest iterations in

the United States, starting with New York state's
rejection of that execution method almost a
century and half ago. Sarat recounts lethal
injection's return in the late 1970s, and offers novel
and insightful scrutiny of the new drug protocols
that went into effect between 2010 and 2020.

Lion's Share
Remaking South African
Copyright
Veit Erlmann
December 2022 408pp 11 illus.
9781478018964 £23.99/ $29.95 PB
9781478016328 £90.00/ $109.95 HB
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS
Examines the role of copyright

law in post-apartheid South Africa and its impact on
the South African music industry, showing how
copyright is inextricably entwined with race,
popular music, postcolonial governance, indigenous
rights, and the struggle to create a more equitable
society.

Policing Unrest
On the Front Lines of the
Ferguson Protests
Tammy Rinehart Kochel
November 2022 256pp
9781479807369 £24.99/ $30.00 PB
9781479807352 £77.00/ $89.00 HB
NEWYORK UNIVERSITY PRESS
Presents the frontline

experiences of police officers during the intense
three weeks of protest, vigils, looting, violence, and
large civil demonstrations in and around Ferguson,
Missouri, following the fatal shooting of Michael
Brown by a police officer. An up-close account of
policing during the Ferguson protests, providing
insights from both police officers and members of
the community.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ
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Power Played
A Critical Criminology of Sport
Edited by Derek Silva and
Liam Kennedy
October 2022 362pp 2 tables
9780774867795 £77.00/ $89.95 HB
UBC PRESS
This innovative collection argues
that modern sport can be

characterized by problematic power relations linked
to violence, harm, deviance, and punishment.
Power Played illuminates how criminal/judicial
discourses and practices reinforce social inequalities
and blows the whistle on the harm, violence, and
exploitation embedded in sport and sporting
cultures.
Excludes Japan, SE Asia, Indian SC & ANZ

Prison Life
Pain, Resistance, and Purpose
Ian O'Donnell
February 2023 288pp 49 b&w illus.
9781479816156 £24.99/ $30.00 PB
9781479816132 £77.00/ $89.00 HB
NEWYORK UNIVERSITY PRESS
Prison Life offers a fresh
appreciation of how people in

prison organize their lives, drawing on case studies
from Africa, Europe and the US. In each case study
O’Donnell presents the life story of a man who was
molded by, and in return molded, the institution
that held him.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Reckoning with Racism
Police, Judges, and the RDS Case
Constance Backhouse
Landmark Cases in Canadian Law
October 2022 256pp 75 b&w photos
9780774868273 £25.99/ $30.95 PB
9780774868228 £65.00/ $75.00 HB
UBC PRESS
Reckoning with Racism is a

riveting account of Canada’s most momentous race
case, which drew in the country’s first Black female
judge and spotlighted racist police practices. This
book considers the RDS case, in which the Supreme
Court of Canada fumbled over its first complaint of
judicial racial bias.
Excludes Japan, SE Asia, Indian SC & ANZ

Sharpening the Legal
Mind
How to Think Like a Lawyer
William Powers, Edited by
John Deigh
February 2023 240pp
9781477326411 £24.99/ $29.95 HB
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS

Accessible and thought provoking, Sharpening the
Legal Mind explains how lawyers analyze the cases
and controversies that come before the courts. This
book is an authoritative introduction to the
academic study of law and legal reasoning,
including insights into the philosophy of law and the
intellectual history of legal thought.

Snitching
Criminal Informants and the
Erosion of American Justice,
Second Edition
Alexandra Natapoff
November 2022 288pp
9781479807703 £24.99/ $30.00 PB
9781479807697 £77.00/ $89.00 HB
NEWYORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

Although it is nearly invisible to the public, the
massive informant market shapes the American
legal system in risky and sometimes shocking ways.
Natapoff provides a comprehensive analysis of this
powerful and problematic practice. By delving into
the secretive world of criminal informants, Snitching
reveals deep and often disturbing truths about the
way American justice really works.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Spectacles and
Specters
A Performative Theory of Political
Trials
Başak Ertu ̈r
October 2022 272pp
9781531501860 £24.99/ $30.00 PB
9781531501853 £84.00/ $105.00 HB
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY PRESS

Developing a theory of political trials, Ertür begins
by reconstructing and building on a legacy of critical
thought on Nuremberg in close engagement with
theories of performativity. She then offers original
case studies that introduce a different perspective
by looking beyond the Holocaust trials, to the
Armenian genocide and its fragmentary legal
aftermaths.
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Teaching Fear
HowWe Learn to Fear Crime
andWhy It Matters
Nicole E. Rader
January 2023 233pp
9781439921036 £26.99/ $32.95 PB
9781439921029 £90.00/ $104.50 HB
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY PRESS

How rules about safety and the fear of crime are
learned and crystalized into crime myths especially
for women. Based on in-depth research and family
studies, Rader reveals the dubious and dangerous
origins of many of the most prominent safety
guidelines that teach young girls to be more afraid
of crime.
Excludes Asia Pacific

Terror Trials
Life and Law in Delhi's Courts
Mayur R. Suresh
Thinking from Elsewhere
November 2022 272pp 4 b&w illus.
9781531501778 £25.99/ $32.00 PB
9781531501761 £88.00/ $110.00 HB
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY PRESS

In an ethnography of terrorism trials in Delhi, the
author shows how those charged with terror
engage with legal technicalities. The book shows
how the ordinary procedures that lie at the heart of
the trial are the mode through which human
expressiveness and vulnerability emerge in the face
of the law.

The High North
Cannabis in Canada
Edited by Andrew D.
Hathaway and Clayton
James Smith McCann
December 2022 356pp 16 tables, 4
charts, 1 b&w photo
9780774866712 £29.99/ $35.95 NIP
UBC PRESS

The High North brings together, for the first time,
activists, advocates, and academics to evaluate the
opaque origins and muddled legacy of cannabis
legalization in Canada. Featuring contributions from
cannabis scholars and “practitioners,” activists and
advocates, these pieces examine public policy on
cannabis, assess consumer perceptions, and revisit
the history of the legalization movement.
Excludes Japan, SE Asia, Indian SC & ANZ

The Plea of Innocence
Restoring Truth to the American
Justice System
Tim Bakken
October 2022 256pp
9781479817122 £24.99/ $30.00 HB
NEWYORK UNIVERSITY PRESS
Proposes groundbreaking,
fundamental reform for the

adversarial legal system to keep innocent people
from going to prison: plausibly innocent people may
now plead innocent and require the government to
search for exonerating facts; in return, they will be
required to waive their right to remain silent, speak
to government agents, and participate in a search
for truth.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

The Presidents and the
Constitution, Volume
Two
FromWorld War I to the Trump
Era
Edited by Ken Gormley
September 2022 368pp 18 b&w illus.
9781479819973 £17.99/ $22.00 PB

9781479820092 £77.00/ $89.00 HB
NEWYORK UNIVERSITY PRESS
Looks constitutional issues that confronted and
shaped each presidency from Woodrow Wilson
through Donald J. Trump. The last one hundred
years reveals the powers of the American
presidency in domestic and foreign affairs,
illustrating how they have stood up to modern legal
challenges. Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

The School-Prison Trust
Sabina E. Vaught, Bryan
McKinley Jones Brayboy and
Chin Jeremiah
Forerunners: Ideas First
June 2022 142pp
9781517914264 £9.00/ $10.00 PB
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS
Describes interrelated histories,

ongoing ideologies, and contemporary expressions
of what the authors call the “school–prison trust”: a
conquest strategy encompassing the boarding
school and juvenile prison models, and deployed in
the long war against Native peoples.At its heart, the
book is a constellation of stories of Indigenous self-
determination in the face of this ongoing conquest.
Excludes Japan & ANZ
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The Vigilant Citizen
Everyday Policing and Insecurity
in Miami
Thijs Jeursen
January 2023 208pp 14 b&w illus.
9781479816545 £22.99/ $28.00 PB
9781479816538 £77.00/ $89.00 HB
NEWYORK UNIVERSITY PRESS

How the problematic behavior of private citizens—
and not just the police force itself—contributes to
the perpetuation of police brutality and
institutional racism. This book illustrates how a
focus on individualized responsibility for security
exacerbates and legitimizes existing inequalities, a
situation that must be addressed to end
institutionalized racism in politics and the justice
system.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

This Is My Jail
Local Politics and the Rise of
Mass Incarceration
Melanie Newport
Politics and Culture in Modern America
December 2022 272pp 15 illus.
9781512823493 £34.00/ $39.95 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
PRESS

While state and federal prisons like Attica and
Alcatraz occupy a central place in the national
consciousness, most incarceration in the United
States occurs within the walls of local jails. In This Is
My Jail, Melanie D. Newport situates the late
twentieth-century escalation of mass incarceration
in a longer history of racialized, politically repressive
jailing.

Transforming Criminal
Justice
An Evidence-Based Agenda for
Reform
Edited by Jon B. Gould and
Pamela R.Metzger
December 2022 432pp 1 b&w illus.
9781479818815 £28.99/ $35.00 PB
9781479818808 £85.00/ $99.00 HB

NEWYORK UNIVERSITY PRESS
An evidence-based roadmap for how the American
criminal justice system can be reformed. The essays
addresses thirteen significant issues in justice
reform, starting from a suspect’s first interaction
with the police and continuing to gun violence,
eliminating false convictions and more.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ

Understanding Crime
and Place
AMethods Handbook
Edited by Elizabeth R. Groff
and Cory P. Haberman
February 2023 552pp 33 color photos,
23 tables, 53 figures
9781439920671 £64.00/ $74.95 PB
9781439920664 £119.00/ $149.50 HB

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY PRESS
An introduction to the fundamental techniques and
methods used for understanding geography of
crime. Capturing state of the art crime and place
research methods and analysis, this Handbook is
focused on the specific skills researchers need. This
book formalizes the discipline, and promotes an
even greater use of place-based research.
Excludes Asia Pacific

Violence, Imagination,
and Resistance
Socio-Legal Interrogations of
Power
Edited by Mariful Alam,
Patrick Dwyer and Katrin
Roots
October 2022 204pp
9781778290022 £26.99/ $32.95 PB

UBC PRESS
Through the exploration of how to deconstruct
law’s power, how to expose the violence the law
produces, and finally how to identify modes of
resistance that have transformative potential, these
essays contribute to the ongoing interrogation of
settler colonialism, racism, and structural violence
in Canada.
Excludes Japan, SE Asia, Indian SC & ANZ

Virtual Searches
Regulating the Covert World of
Technological Policing
Christopher Slobogin
October 2022 272pp 1 b&w illus.
9781479812165 £24.99/ $30.00 HB
NEWYORK UNIVERSITY PRESS
Virtual Searches develops a
useful typology for sorting

through this bewildering array of old, new, and
soon-to-arrive policing techniques. It then lays out a
framework for regulating their use that expands the
Fourth Amendment’s privacy protections without
blindly imposing its warrant requirement, and that
prioritizes democratic over judicial policymaking.
Excludes Taiwan, Japan, SE Asia & ANZ
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Human Rights in Latin
America
A Politics of Transformation
Sonia Cardenas and Rebecca
K. Root
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights

July 2022 344pp 21 halftones, 4 line drawings, 9 tables, 29
boxes
9781512822700 £34.00/ $39.95 PB
9781512822656 £86.00/ $99.95 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS
Provides a comprehensive introduction to the
human rights issues facing an area that constitutes
more than half of the Western Hemisphere.

Hypocrisy and Human
Rights
Resisting Accountability for
Mass Atrocities
Kate Cronin-Furman
November 2022 180pp 9 charts
9781501765094 £16.99/ $19.95 PB
9781501763571 £108.00/ $125.00 HB

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Examines what human rights pressure does when it
doesn't work. Covering debates over transitional
justice in Sri Lanka, Myanmar, and other countries,
Cronin-Furman investigates the diverse ways in
which repressive states respond to calls for justice
from human rights advocates, UN officials, and
Western governments who add their voices to the
victims of mass atrocities to demand accountability.

human rights

Perpetrators
Encountering Humanity's Dark
Side
Antonius C.G.M. Robben and
Alex Hinton
Stanford Studies in Human Rights
January 2023 224pp
9781503634275 £20.99/ $25.00 PB
9781503630673 £73.00/ $85.00 HB

STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Drawing on research with perpetrators of genocide,
mass violence, and enforced disappearances in
Cambodia and Argentina, this book explores how
researchers go about interviewing and writing
about perpetrators, but also processing their own
emotions and how the personal and interpersonal
impact of this research informs the resulting texts.

Science as a Cultural
Human Right
Helle Porsdam
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
September 2022 208pp
9781512822939 £47.00/ $55.00 HB
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
PRESS
In Science as a Cultural Human

Right, Helle Porsdam argues robustly for the role of
the right to science now and in the future. The book
analyzes the legal stature of this right, the potential
consequences of not establishing it as fundamental,
and its connection to global cultural rights. It offers
the basis for defending the free and responsible
practice of science and ensuring that its benefits are
spread globally.


